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Overview

A change hackathon provides effective impulses for
your transformation process
•

The Hackathon is a dynamic workshop format in which large groups develop innovative ideas and solutions for specific topics and
challenges.

•

With a change hackathon, managers and employees can be specifically involved in the context of a (planned) transformation (e.g. strategy
implementation) in order to develop a common understanding of the demands and challenges in the process as well as practicable ideas
and solutions to drive forward the implementation of changes in the company (or an area) in a tangible way.

•
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The format can be implemented as a live or, with adjustments, as a digital experience.

Core elements

The combination of four core elements produces
impressive results

Common Goal

Competing Teams

Structured Sprints

Final Pitch

Common goal to be achieved

Different teams compete for

Structured sprints - scan, focus,

A pitch session to present

or major challenges to be

the best solution. Within the

act - for processing concrete

solutions and award the best

overcome

teams, perfect cooperation is

tasks

idea by a top management jury

required

Inspiration by a role model
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Visual boost by graphic
facilitator

Dialog boost by
moderators

Live video/photo
documentation

Exemplary procedure

Together with you we design a Hackathon tailored
to your challenge
Plenary
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Sprint 1:
Scan

Sprint 2:
Focus

Sprint 3:Act

Final Pitch

The Hackathon is opened

The participants are

In this step, the previously

The aim of this phase is to

In a final pitch, the teams

with an inspiring speech or

divided into several teams.

collected information is

translate innovative ideas

present their solutions to a

experience to motivate

Each of the given

analyzed and synthesized.

into a concrete action plan.

top management jury,

participants to think

challenges is worked on by

Patterns are identified, the

Creativity is supported by

which awards prizes for the

outside the box during the

one or more teams in

breaking up of which helps

tools and insights from

best ideas.

workshop.

parallel.

to solve the problem or

earlier phases.

These are then pursued as

The main goal of this sprint

overcome the challenge.

The teams prepare a

a project.

is to gain an initial

creative and convincing

understanding of the

presentation (digital,

challenge or problem, to

analog, mixed) of their

take a new perspective and

results.

to identify the needs and

If more than one team has

opportunities that will lead

worked on the same topic,

to a solution in the next

the input will be merged

phase.

beforehand.

Discover the Red Side of Change
Believe in Changeability
Promote Authenticity
Find Joy

